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Contends that the spate of retreating democracies over the past two decades is not just a series of exceptions, but
instead an indicator of democracy in worldwide decline, in a book that looks at a number of countries as examples.
10,000 first printing.
A broad reevaluation of Siam's political culture as it existed prior to King Chulalongkorn's administrative reforms in the
nineteenth century. Englehart offers evidence to show that traditional Siamese government functioned more effectively
and rationally than most scholars have acknowledged.
In this substantial and referenced study, nine leading scholars present from inside the history, society, geography,
economy and governmental institutions of each of the 10 ASEAN countries (Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam).
Armed separatist movements in Papua, East Timor and Aceh have been a serious problem for Indonesia's central
government. This book examines the policies of successive Indonesian governments to contain secessionist forces,
focusing in particular on Jakarta's response towards the armed separatist movement in Aceh. Unlike other studies of
separatism in Indonesia, this book concentrates on the responses of the central government rather than looking only at
the separatist forces. It shows how successive governments have tried a wide range of approaches including military
repression, offers of autonomy, peace talks and a combination of these. It discusses the lessons that have been learned
from these different approaches and analyzes the impact of the tsunami, including the successful accommodation of
former rebels within an Indonesian devolved state structure and the expanding implementation of Islamic law.
Authoritative and original, Dreams of the Hmong Kingdom is among the first works of its kind, exploring the influence that
French colonialism and Hmong leadership had on the Hmong people's political and social aspirations.
Southeast Asia is a vast and complex region, comprising countries with remarkably diverse histories and cultures.
Jacques Bertrand provides a fresh and highly original survey of politics and political change in this area of the world.
Against the backdrop of rapid economic development and social transformation in several countries, he explores why
some countries have adopted democratic institutions, while others have maintained stable authoritarian systems or
accepted communist regimes. Bertrand presents a historically grounded account of capitalist countries and state-socialist
countries, delving into the historical experience of individual countries, whilst simultaneously providing a comparative
framework with which to draw parallels and foster a better understanding of the political and economic dynamics both
within and between the countries. With powerful yet accessible analysis and detailed coverage, this book offers students
and scholars a thorough and thought-provoking introduction to the political landscape of Southeast Asia.
This study addresses the competing histories of Thailand and Patani beginning in the fourteenth century up to the midtwentieth century. It provides an explanation of the causes of ongoing political conflict between the Malay Muslims in the
three southernmost provinces of Thailand and the Thai government, against which "separatist" movements fought in the
1960s. Even though January 2004 marked the beginning of the current violence that now plagues Thailand's south, most
people in and outside the area still believe that the nature of such conflict is internal and could be resolved peacefully.
The major contention in the competing histories of Siam and Patani revolves around national policies that resulted in
discrimination and destruction of the Muslim's cultural identity and rights. In the early twentieth century under the rule of
King Chulalongkorn, which was characterized by centralization and cultural suppression, Patani was reduced to a mere
province. Further forced assimilation occurred under the Phibun government in the 1940s, at which time Islamic practices
and the use of the Yawi language were curbed. The sources of political conflict—including the political status of Patani,
ethnic identity, Bangkok politics, and bureaucratic misconduct in the south—have historical roots. Understanding and
appreciation of each other's culture and ethno-religious identities could lead to positive political will on both sides for
peaceful resolution of the conflict.
When armed insurgents began to attack government soldiers in the Indonesian province of Aceh with increasing frequency in the middle of
1989, it was apparent that this distinctive part of the far-flung republic was adding yet another period of turmoil, rebellion, and blood-letting to
those that had marked its history over the previous hundred years. Famous for their long war against the Dutch in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, the Acehnese were equally well-known for their willingness to resort to arms to defend their identity and interests against
the encroachments of postindependence Indonesian governments. As early as 1953 a rebellion had broken out against the central
government, and in the latter part of the 1970s another attempt had been made to foment revolt. This study seeks to explain the reasons for
the most recent uprising in Aceh. Part One sketches the region's history up to the mid-1960s. Part Two examines the economic, political, and
social changes that have occurred in Aceh over the past quarter of a century, under the New Order regime: the roots of rebellion in the
province. This analysis goes beyond the period defined in the title of the study: the end of rebellion does not mean that its root causes have
been resolved. Part Three looks at the rebellion itself, and at the complexion of political power in Aceh in the early 1990s. Part Four
summarizes the principal arguments of the monograph. The main thesis of this study is that exploitation of Aceh's resources for the benefit of
the central government; economic stagnation in the province itself; governmental and political overcentralization which has served to
disenfranchise the people of the region; and social changes which have led to the mass of Acehnese losing their traditional social and
political leaders, have combined to open the way for an armed separatist movement to foment rebellion in the province.
Brunei has long been associated with massive oil resources and the stability that its wealth can guarantee. But little is known of the revolt of
1962 that might have changed the fortunes of the sultanate and the fate of Southeast Asia. In theory, Brunei is a constitutional sultanate, but
in practice it is an absolute monarchy. Since the 1962 rebellion, a state of emergency has been in force and the Sultan has ruled by decree. It
is a small state in a region dominated by the superpower of China and its size is a significant factor in determining the country's policy
towards defence and security - territorially, politically and economically.This is the first comprehensive history of the Brunei Rebellion, which
was the trigger for the Indonesia-Malaysia confrontation of the 1960s and of critical importance in understanding the history of the region.
Harun Abdul Majid explores the turmoil throughout Southeast Asia that was the backdrop to the rebellion and analyses how Brunei not only
survived but actually emerged from this turbulent period as a stronger and more coherent political state. Among other issues, he asks: how
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did events affect the position of the Sultan and the people of Brunei? How did the relationship with the United Kingdom evolve? And what
happened next?The revolt of 1962 was a small, armed uprising in support of a Borneo Federation consisting of Brunei, Sarawak and North
Borneo. It opposed the Malaysian Federation, which was seen as a buttress of British and Western imperial interest. In a period of great
tension between the West and the Communist world, China viewed the rebellion as a national liberation war and it was quickly suppressed by
the British Emergency Force. But although the rebellion itself was short-lived, the consequences for the region's international relations within
Asia and with the West - especially given Brunei's emergence as a significant oilproducer - were far-reaching.
This Element seeks to make sense of Southeast Asia's numerous armed conflicts. It makes four contributions. First, this study provides a
typology, distinguishing between revolutionary, secessionist, and communal conflicts. The first two are types of insurgencies, while the latter
are ethnic conflicts. Second, this study emphasizes the importance of ethnicity in shaping conflict dynamics. This is true even for
revolutionary conflicts, which at first glance may appear unrelated to ethnicity. A third contribution relates to broad conflict trends.
Revolutionary and secessionist conflicts feature broad historical arcs, with clear peaks and declines, while communal conflicts occur more
sporadically. The fourth contribution ties these points together by focusing on conflict management. Just as ethnicity shapes conflicts, ethnic
leaders and traditions can also promote peace. Cultural mechanisms are especially important for managing communal conflicts, the lone type
not declining in Southeast Asia.
This is an important and worthwhile book that should be read by anyone seeking to understand the history and evolution of political violence
in Southeast Asia, including the origins of contemporary militant Islamist terrorism. Paul J. Smith, Contemporary Southeast Asia This very fine
collection shows how and why Southeast Asia has been afflicted with terrorism from the end of World War II to the present time. No other
volume tells us as much about the period and area. Anyone interested in the general theory and practice of terrorism and insurgency will find
it indispensable. David C. Rapoport, University of California, Los Angeles, US and Editor of Journal of Terrorism and Political Violence This
stimulating collection of essays underlines how Southeast Asia has again, as at the height of the Cold War, been pushed towards the top of
the list of world conflict zones by the collision between long-standing regional problems and more recent external frictions. Anyone needing to
learn more about the relationship between the war on terror and Southeast Asia, particularly regarding terrorism in Thailand, Indonesia and
the Philippines, will need to consult this work. Brian P. Farrell, National University of Singapore, and author of The Defence and Fall of
Singapore 1940 1942 This book is an excellent addition to the literature on political violence in Southeast Asia providing a wealth of detail on
terrorism, guerilla insurgency, and the use of terror and repression by governments. The book is especially valuable for the broad coverage of
many different groups (not just Islamic ones), inclusion of the activities of governments, and a variety of opinions and views on terrorism and
political violence. This book should be one of the essential resources for academics, policymakers, or anyone else interested in terrorism,
insurgency, and political violence in the region. It is an extremely valuable tool for one and all. James M. Lutz, Indiana University Purdue
University, US and co-author of Global Terrorism, with Brenda Lutz This is an excellent volume, which is very well conceived and balanced in
its treatment of the problem of terrorism and insurgency in Southeast Asia. This volume will greatly advance our empirical understanding of
conflict and violence in this pivotal region. The book contains many insightful contributions and, overall, the Handbook will serve as a
standard reference on the subject matter for years to come. M.L.R. Smith, King s College, University of London, UK This timely and
significant book seeks to explain the deep-seated complexities of terrorism and insurgency in Southeast Asia. In the aftermath of 9/11, this
region has been designated by the United States to be the second front in the war on terrorism. Yet despite the emergence of this new global
terrorism, the authors argue that armed rebellion in Southeast Asia is a phenomenon that predates Al Qaeda and the global Jihadist
movement and that much can be learned from the motivations behind it. Written by a group of leading Western and emerging Southeast
Asian scholars, this extensive volume demonstrates the difficulty and diversity of rebellion in Southeast Asia, and explores its intricate
historical, political, social and economic roots. The book will serve as an excellent reference and educational text, providing an empirical and
regional guide to the complex problem of insurgency in Southeast Asia. It will also contribute to a more educated understanding that could
provide the basis for appropriate counter-terrorism strategies in this important part of the world. Comprehensive and engaging, this volume
will find widespread appeal amongst researchers, students and policymakers interested in terrorism, international relations and Asian studies
and will also be an invaluable tool for studies into political violence and security.
This thesis on Madiun was written during a year spent at Cornell studying Southeast Asia on a State Department training program. I had just
come from a three-year assignment in Indonesia (1968-1971) and was being trained for more service in the area. Searching for a thesis topic,
I was drawn to the Madiun period: it was one of the most turbulent periods of the Indonesian revolution and one which had stirred a
reasonable amount of controversy. I decided to take an in-depth look at the period, trying to come at it from an Indonesian perspective while
keeping an eye cocked to world events. My methodology was simple: I read everything I could find on the subject and talked to as many
people as possible. The further I got into my research, the more I realized that the key to understanding what had actually happened in 1948
was the newspapers of the period. These happily were available in abundance in Cornell's outstanding library and gave me not only an
accurate chronology of events but a first-hand look at how people of the period viewed those events at the time-without the disadvantage of
hindsight. I made what were to me some fascinating discoveries (historians' views of "fascinating" can be a bit obscure) and produced a
thesis which is probably a bit more than most people would really like to know about the period. Hating to leave out anything, I added
footnotes almost as long as the thesis itself. I had no preconceived notions when I started the thesis and tried to maintain my objectivity
throughout. I was not looking for a particular solution to "what happened" and perhaps because of this, the thesis lacks a resounding
conclusion. I hope, however, it will add a bit to the knowledge of the period. - "Ann Swift, June 1988"
James C. Scott places the critical problem of the peasant household—subsistence—at the center of this study. The fear of food shortages, he
argues persuasively, explains many otherwise puzzling technical, social, and moral arrangements in peasant society, such as resistance to
innovation, the desire to own land even at some cost in terms of income, relationships with other people, and relationships with institutions,
including the state. Once the centrality of the subsistence problem is recognized, its effects on notions of economic and political justice can
also be seen. Scott draws from the history of agrarian society in lower Burma and Vietnam to show how the transformations of the colonial
era systematically violated the peasants’ “moral economy” and created a situation of potential rebellion and revolution. Demonstrating keen
insights into the behavior of people in other cultures and a rare ability to generalize soundly from case studies, Scott offers a different
perspective on peasant behavior that will be of interest particularly to political scientists, anthropologists, sociologists, and Southeast
Asianists. “The book is extraordinarily original and valuable and will have a very broad appeal. I think the central thesis is correct and
compelling.”—Clifford Geertz “In this major work, … Scott views peasants as political and moral actors defending their values as well as their
individual security, making his book vital to an understanding of peasant politics.”—Library Journal James C. Scott is professor of political
science at Yale University.
From Slovenia to Turkey, social movements and protests have shaken the political systems of Southeast Europe. Confronting issues such as
austerity, the provision and privatisation of welfare, public utilities and public space, corruption, bureaucratic inefficiency, environmental
concerns and authoritarian tendencies, these revolts have also served as conduits for broader social and political discontent. While they have
contributed to the defeat of unpopular policies and practices and the fall of governments, perhaps their most significant impact has been in
creating dynamic political and social actors and contributing to the realignment of the political space. This volume sheds new light on the
wave of protests and emerging social movements. Placing individual protests in a wider context, it highlights connections between different
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social movements and discusses parallels with similar movements from recent history. The contributors include both well-established
scholars and up-and-coming researchers who engage with both activist and academic perspectives to identify the similar and varying
dynamics of both the protests and the governments’ responses to them. Building upon studies of social movements, the book will be of
interest to scholars examining political dissent, protests and mechanisms of mobilisation in the region.

A wide-ranging, interdisciplinary analysis of the evolution of successful economic policies in East Asia, this study advances a
thorough examination of the sustained economic growth enjoyed by the countries in this region.
This volume explores the sources and manifestations of political violence in South and Southeast Asia and the myriad roles that it
plays in everyday life and as part of historical narrative. It considers and critiques the manner in which political violence is
understood and constructed, and the common assumptions that prevail regarding the causes, victims, and perpetrators of this
violence. By focusing on the social and political context of these regions, the book presents a critical understanding of the nature
of political violence and provides an alternative narrative to that found in mainstream analysis of terrorism. Political Violence in
South and Southeast Asia brings together political scientists and anthropologists with intimate knowledge of the politics and
society of these regions, who present unique perspectives on topics including assassinations, riots, state violence, the significance
of geographic borders, external influences and intervention, and patterns of recruitment and rebellion. Contributors include Paula
Banerjee (Calcutta University and Calcutta Research Group), Vincent Boudreau (City College of New York), Paul R. Brass
(University of Washington), Naureen Chowdhury Fink (International Peace Institute, New York), Natasha Hamilton-Hart (National
University of Singapore), Sankaran Krishna (University of Hawaii--Manoa), Darini Rajasingham (Social Scientists Association and
International Centre for Ethnic Studies, Sri Lanka), Geoffrey Robinson (UCLA), Varun Sahni (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi), Shamuel Tharu (Jawaharlal Nehru University).
The essays collected in this volume, first published in 1998, address the profound changes and disruptions wrought in peasant
societies as a result of European colonial domination and the spread of the capitalist world economy from its European base.
Detailed case study evidence is included in the essays, and all are aimed at delineating broader patterns and addressing general
questions and debates regarding peasant responses to the varied impact of colonialism and capitalism.
The Regional Handbooks of Economic Development series provides accessible overviews of countries within their larger domestic
and international contexts, focusing on the relations among regions as they meet the challenges of the twenty first century. The
series allows the non-specialist student to explore a wide range of complex factors-social and political as well as economic-that
affect the growth of developing regions in Asia, Europe, and South America. Each Handbook provides an overview chapter
discussing the region's economic conditions within an historical and political context, as well as 20 or more chapter-length essays
written by recognized experts, which analyze the key issues affecting a region's economy: its population, natural resources, foreign
trade, labor problems, and economic inequalities, and other vital factors. In addition, the volumes offer useful support materials,
including a series of appendices that include a detailed chronology of events in the region, a glossary of terms, biographical entries
on key personalities, an annotated bibliography of further reading, and a comprehensive analytical index.
In late 1930, on a secluded mountain overlooking the rural paddy fields of British Burma, a peasant leader named Saya San
crowned himself King and inaugurated a series of uprisings that would later erupt into one of the largest anti-colonial rebellions in
Southeast Asian history. Considered an imposter by the British, a hero by nationalists, and a prophet-king by area-studies
specialists, Saya San came to embody traditional Southeast Asia’s encounter with European colonialism in his attempt to
resurrect the lost throne of Burma. The Return of the Galon King analyzes the legal origins of the Saya San story and reconsiders
the facts upon which the basic narrative and interpretations of the rebellion are based. Aung-Thwin reveals how counterinsurgency law produced and criminalized Burmese culture, contributing to the way peasant resistance was recorded in the
archives and understood by Southeast Asian scholars. This interdisciplinary study reveals how colonial anthropologists, lawyers,
and scholar-administrators produced interpretations of Burmese culture that influenced contemporary notions of Southeast Asian
resistance and protest. It provides a fascinating case study of how history is treated by the law, how history emerges in legal
decisions, and how the authority of the past is used to validate legal findings.
Region of Revolt: Focus on Southeast Asia deals with the phenomenon of revolt and revolutionary change in Southeast Asia.
Countries covered include Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, and the Philippines. Images of revolt, such as
those indicating heroism, are considered, along with traditional patterns of revolt. This book is comprised of 10 chapters and
begins with an overview of images typically associated with revolt, including those of brave but beautiful women leading their
troops against the enemy. The next chapter explores the four categories of revolt in Southeast Asia: revolts against foreign
domination; revolt involving elite rivalries; revolts of minorities and of regions; and the ""millenarian"" revolt. Subsequent chapters
focus on tradition in anti-colonial revolts; the years before and during World War II; revolts that failed, such as those in Malaya and
the Philippines; and revolts that half-succeeded, such as the one staged by Vietnam against French colonial power. The myth of
the Vietnam War is also discussed, along with theorists and theories of wars and revolts. This monograph will be a useful resource
for political scientists, military strategists, and foreign policymakers.
Gale Researcher Guide for: Conquest and Centralization in East and Southeast Asia is selected from Gale's academic platform
Gale Researcher. These study guides provide peer-reviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly
materials and to gain the confidence and vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived
makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally
published in 1980.
This book deals with the rebellion that occurred in Aceh, a province in the northern tip of the Indonesian island of Sumatra, in
1953-62. It traces the political stance of the Acehnese, a people who are well known for their centuries-old independence and
heroism, in relation to their Central Government in Jakarta. Although the main theme of this book is about rebellion, it implicitly
reveals the political life and behaviour of the Acehnese.
Rebel Politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in Myanmar, one of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the
world. Since 2011, a national peace process has gone hand-in-hand with escalating ethnic conflict. The Karen National Union
(KNU), previously known for its uncompromising stance against the central government of Myanmar, became a leader in the
peace process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012. Meanwhile, the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) returned to the
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trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen-year-long ceasefire broke down. To understand these puzzling changes, Brenner
conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the KNU and KIO, analyzing the relations between rebel leaders, their rank-and-file, and
local communities in the context of wider political and geopolitical transformations. Drawing on Political Sociology, Rebel Politics
explains how revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy within their own movements and how these internal contestations
drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways. Brenner presents a novel perspective that contributes to our understanding of
contemporary politics in Southeast Asia, and to the study of conflict, peace and security, by highlighting the hidden social
dynamics and everyday practices of political violence, ethnic conflict, rebel governance and borderland politics.
A study of "the ideological foundations" of the monarchical governments of Southeast Asia, specifically in Hindu-Buddhist cultures,
this book examines political thought on the nature of rule.
George Dutton has written the first detailed Western-language study of the Tây So’n movement, which permanently altered
Vietnam’s political trajectory. But in so doing, he also provides a sensitive social and cultural analysis of the pre-1800 Vietnamesespeaking world as a whole, and indeed one of the most detailed descriptions of any late 18th-century society in Southeast Asia.
—Victor Lieberman, University of Michigan "It is difficult to overstate the significance of George Dutton’s terrific new book. The Tây
So’n Uprising represents the first serious western-language account of the intricate sequence of political developments that define
the Tây So’n era and that arguably mark the onset of modernity in Vietnam. In addition to providing a vividly evocative narrative of
the complex political history of the period, Dutton offers lucid and judicious interpretations of the origins, evolution and downfall of
the uprising and of its consequences for a wide range of social groups, political forces and ethnic communities. The level of
research and historical craftsmanship is superb, and Dutton’s frequent reflections on relevant theoretical and historiographical
issues make for fascinating reading. In short, this is a stunning accomplishment and a major contribution to the study of
Vietnamese history and historiography." —Peter Zinoman, University of California, Berkeley The Tây So’n uprising (1771–1802)
was a cataclysmic event that profoundly altered the eighteenth-century Vietnamese political and social landscape. This
groundbreaking book offers a new look at an important and controversial era. George Dutton follows three brothers from the
hamlet of Tây So’n as they led a heterogeneous military force that ousted ruling families in both halves of the divided Vietnamese
territories and eventually toppled the 350-year-old Lè dynasty. Supplementing Vietnamese primary sources with extensive use of
archival European missionary accounts, he explores the dynamics of an event that affected every region of the country and every
level of society. Tracing the manner in which the Tây So’n leaders transformed an inchoate uprising into a new political regime,
Dutton challenges common depictions of the Tây So’n brothers as visionaries or revolutionaries. Instead, he reveals them as
political opportunists whose worldview remained constrained by their provincial origins and the exigencies of ongoing warfare and
political struggles.
This is a fascinating and comprehensive history of the use of federal troops during instances of domestic disorder from the U.S.
Army. Domestic disorders were very much on the minds of the Constitution's framers when they met in Philadelphia in the summer
of 1787. In fact, as students of the period point out, the rebellion led by Daniel Shays in western Massachusetts the previous tall
and winter must be counted as a proximate cause of the Constitutional Convention. Concern over the proper application of military
force in domestic situations, especially in a new nation dedicated to personal liberty, is clearly reflected in the debate and in the
Constitution as finally drafted. It is also enshrined in the document's noble preamble: "We the People of the United States in Order
to . . . ensure domestic Tranquility." The quest for domestic tranquility produced many troublesome and controversial incidents
during the first century of our nation's history. In the account that follows the reader will Find the essential elements of those
incidents from the Whiskey Rebellion in 1794 to the Reconstruction that followed the Civil War and the ways in which federal
military force was applied in each. The volume also clearly documents how the twin hallmarks of federal intervention in domestic
affairs-the subordination of the military to civil authority and the use of minimum force-evolved according to principles enunciated
in the Constitution and out of traditions established by the first commander in chief. 1. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE
FOUNDATIONS * The Specter of Shays' Rebellion * The Constitutional Provisions * The Ratification Debates * The First Enabling
Act * 2. THE FIRST PRECEDENTS: NEUTRALITY PROCLAMATION AND WHISKEY REBELLION * Enforcing Neutrality *
Origins and Outbreak of the Whiskey Rebellion * The Federal Government Reacts * 3. THE WHISKEY REBELLION: THE
MILITARY EXPEDITION * Raising the Militia * Organizing the Militia as a National Force * The Final Orders and the March *
Military Actions in the Insurgent Country * The Windup * The Results * 4. FEDERALISTS AND REPUBLICANS * The Fries
Rebellion * The Burr Conspiracy and the Law of 1807 * The Embargo Troubles * 5. THE JACKSONIAN ERA * Slave Rebellions,
1830-1831 * The Nullification Crisis, 1832-1833 * Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Riots, 1834 * An Election Riot, Mormons, and the
"Buckshot War" * 6. PATRIOT WAR AND DORR REBELLION * The Patriot War, 1837-1841 * The Dorr Rebellion, 1842 * 7.
FUGITIVE SLAVES AND VIGILANTES: THE ARMY AS POSSE COMITATUS * Enforcing the Fugitive Slave Law * The Case of
the San Francisco Vigilantes * 8. TROUBLE IN KANSAS: FIRST PHASE * The Path to Military Intervention. Shannon, Sumner,
and the Sack of Lawrence * Sumner Polices the Territory * General Smith and the August War * Geary's Pacification of Kansas *
9. THE LAST PHASE IN KANSAS AND ITS SEQUEL * New Storm Clouds * Robert J. Walker arid the Elections of October 1857 *
Southeast Kansas - The Residue of the Pacification Mission * The Sequel - John Brown's Raid * 10. THE UTAH EXPEDITION *
Mounting the Expedition * The Winter Debacle * Resolution Without Bloodshed * Provo - The Last Incident * 11. THE CIVIL WAR:
BEGINNINGS OF DRAFT RESISTANCE * Establishing the Framework * Enforcing the Militia Act of 1862 * The Draft Law of 1863
* 12. THE CIVIL WAR: DRAFT RIOTS * New York's Bloodiest Week * Spread of the New York Riots * Meeting Other Threats in
1863 * 1864 - An End to Resistance * The Draft Riots: An Assessment * 13. RECONSTRUCTION: FIRST PHASE - 1865-1868 *
Background of the 1866 Disturbances * Norfolk - April 1866' * Memphis - May 1866 * New Orleans - July 1866 * Military Rule
During Congressional Reconstruction * A Change of Scene - The Fenians * 14. KEEPING ORDER IN THE READMITTED
STATES: 1867-1872 * Early Troubles in Tennessee and Georgia * The Rise of the Ku Klux Klan * Battling the Klan in Tennessee:
1868-1869 * Louisiana: July-November 1868 * The Enforcement Acts
The intensifying conflicts between religious communities in contemporary South and Southeast Asia signify the importance of
gaining a clearer understanding of how societies have historically organised and mastered their religious diversity. Based on
extensive archival research in Asia, Europe, and the United States, this book suggests a new approach to interpreting and
explaining secularism not as a Western concept but as a distinct form of practice in 20th-century global history. In six case studies
on the contemporary history of India, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore, it analyses secularism as a project to create a high
degree of distance between the state and religion during the era of decolonisation and the emerging Cold War between 1945 and
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1970. To demonstrate the interplay between local and transnational dynamics, the case studies look at patterns of urban planning,
the struggle against religious nationalism, conflicts around religious education, and (anti-)communism as a dispute over secularism
and social reform. The book emphasises in particular the role of non-state actors as key supporters of secular statehood – a role
that has thus far not received sufficient attention. A novel approach to studying secularism in Asia, the book discusses the different
ways that global transformations such as decolonisation and the Cold War interacted with local relations to reshape and relocate
religion in society. It will be of interest to scholars of Religious Studies, International Relations and Politics, Studies of Empire, Cold
War Studies, Subaltern Studies, Modern Asian History, and South and Southeast Asian Studies.
These essays are mainly concerned with the development of some of Max Gluckman's ideas about African politics. He regarded
frequent rebellions to replace incumbents of political offices (as against revolutions to alter the structure of offices) as inherent in
these politics. Later he connected this situation with modes of husbandry, problems of the devolution of power, types of weapons
and the law of treason. He advanced to a general theory of ritual, as well as to general propositions about the position of officials
representing conflicting interests within a hierarchy, typified by the African chief under colonial rule. Originally published in 1963.
Since January 2004, a violent separatist insurgency has raged in southern Thailand, resulting in more than three thousand deaths.
Though largely unnoticed outside Southeast Asia, the rebellion in Pattani and neighboring provinces and the Thai government's
harsh crackdown have resulted in a full-scale crisis. Tearing Apart the Land by Duncan McCargo, one of the world's leading
scholars of contemporary Thai politics, is the first fieldwork-based book about this conflict. Drawing on his extensive knowledge of
the region, hundreds of interviews conducted during a year's research in the troubled area, and unpublished Thai-language
sources that range from anonymous leaflets to confessions extracted by Thai security forces, McCargo locates the roots of the
conflict in the context of the troubled power relations between Bangkok and the Muslim-majority "deep South." McCargo describes
how Bangkok tried to establish legitimacy by co-opting local religious and political elites. This successful strategy was upset when
Thaksin Shinawatra became prime minister in 2001 and set out to reorganize power in the region. Before Thaksin was overthrown
in a 2006 military coup, his repressive policies had exposed the precariousness of the Bangkok government's influence. A
rejuvenated militant movement had emerged, invoking Islamic rhetoric to challenge the authority of local leaders obedient to
Bangkok. For readers interested in contemporary Southeast Asia, insurgency and counterinsurgency, Islam, politics, and
questions of political violence, Tearing Apart the Land is a powerful account of the changing nature of Islam on the Malay
peninsula, the legitimacy of the central Thai government and the failures of its security policy, the composition of the militant
movement, and the conflict's disastrous impact on daily life in the deep South. Carefully distinguishing the uprising in southern
Thailand from other Muslim rebellions, McCargo suggests that the conflict can be ended only if a more participatory mode of
governance is adopted in the region.
A fresh argument for rioting and looting as our most powerful tools for dismantling white supremacy Looting--a crowd of people
publicly, openly, and directly seizing goods--is one of the more extreme actions that can take place in the midst of social unrest.
Even self-identified radicals distance themselves from looters, fearing that violent tactics reflect badly on the broader movement.
But Vicky Osterweil argues that stealing goods and destroying property are direct, pragmatic strategies of wealth redistribution and
improving life for the working class--not to mention the brazen messages these methods send to the police and the state. All our
beliefs about the innate righteousness of property and ownership, Osterweil explains, are built on the history of anti-Black, antiIndigenous oppression. From slave revolts to labor strikes to the modern-day movements for climate change, Black lives, and
police abolition, Osterweil makes a convincing case for rioting and looting as weapons that bludgeon the status quo while uplifting
the poor and marginalized. In Defense of Looting is a history of violent protest sparking social change, a compelling reframing of
revolutionary activism, and a practical vision for a dramatically restructured society.
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